In the sky, tiny particles are needed for clouds to form. These particles can come directly from the ground (for example, from volcanoes or pollution released by industry) or they can form in the sky when sticky molecules clump together. More particles in the sky make clouds whiter. Whiter clouds reflect more of the sun's rays. This tends to cool down Earth's climate. So particles in the sky affect clouds and this in turn has an effect on global warming. Therefore, it is important to understand how these particles form. To study this, we measured how fast particles were made when we added controlled amounts of sticky gases to a tank at the CERN research lab. With computer simulations, we used the results to estimate which gases are most important for making particles in different parts of the atmosphere. This research will help scientists understand how particles affect Earth's climate.
In the sky, tiny particles are needed for clouds to form. These particles can come directly from the ground (for example, from volcanoes or pollution released by industry) or they can form in the sky when sticky molecules clump together. More particles in the sky make clouds whiter. Whiter clouds reflect more of the sun's rays. This tends to cool down Earth's climate. So particles in the sky affect clouds and this in turn has an effect on global warming. Therefore, it is important to understand how these particles form. To study this, we measured how fast particles were made when we added controlled amounts of sticky gases to a tank at the CERN research lab. With computer simulations, we used the results to estimate which gases are most important for making particles in different parts of the atmosphere. This research will help scientists understand how particles affect Earth's climate. and liquids, the tiny particles in the air are made up of many molecules tied together by electrical attraction.
The particles are so light that they move with the air. Slowly, they fall to the ground because of gravity, but moving air pushes them around much more strongly than gravity pulls them down. The particles are blown around by the wind, and can travel long distances, even across continents, before making it down to Earth. When there are lots of particles in the air, they make the sky look hazy, so it gets harder to see long distances.
Close to land, the biggest particles in the air are usually dust or pollen. The smallest are clusters of just a few molecules, many times smaller than dust or pollen. Smoke is also made of particles. Smoke particles are bigger than the molecular clusters but smaller than dust. When particles come from human activity, we call them air pollution. However, air pollution can also be made of single molecules of poisonous gases.
Particles in the sky are important for two main reasons. First, breathing in too many of them is dangerous. For example, car exhaust fumes, like smoking, can cause cancer. The second reason particles are important is that they are needed for clouds to form.
MAKING CLOUDS
Clouds, whether they are big gray layers, fluffy white lumps, or streaks in the sky from aeroplanes, all have a few things in common. Most importantly, they are made up of tiny droplets of water, called "cloud droplets." Cloud droplets form when hot air from the Earth's surface rises and slowly cools down. Like the particles, the cloud droplets are so small that they do not fall to the ground (unless the cloud is raining). The rising air around them is pushing them up, gravity is pulling them down, and they end up just floating around the sky.
In the sky, unless there is some kind of surface for it to stick to, or unless it is really really cold (-38°C), water exists as a gas. When there is a surface, water can liquefy (become liquid) or freeze onto the surface, as it does on the ground. However, in the sky, there are no big obvious surfaces. Therefore, to make a cloud droplet, you need a tiny particle, which has a small surface that water can stick to. The particle acts as the seed for the droplet. For droplet formation to work, the particles have to be about 50 nm across: about one thousandth of the thickness of a hair. Figure 1 shows where those particles in the atmosphere come from.
If there are fewer particles in the sky, there will be fewer droplets in each cloud. This makes the clouds darker. Dark things get hot more easily than bright things: for example, try (carefully) touching a black car when it is CLUSTER A small number of molecules that have stuck together. Clusters can grow into atmospheric particles if more molecules collide with and stick to the cluster.
sunny, and then try touching a white car. Because darker clouds can get hot more easily, if clouds are darker, the Earth will warm up. This can have a big effect on the Earth's temperature, because, on average, clouds cover more than half of Earth's surface.
When we pollute the atmosphere, for example with smoke, we change the number of particles in the sky. This changes the brightness of clouds: they become whiter, reflecting more of the sun's rays and getting hot less easily. This has reduced the global warming from greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide that we have experienced over the last 100 years, perhaps by half, perhaps by a quarter. The effects of the particles on Earth's temperature are very uncertain. We need to understand these particles better to understand exactly what kind of warming (or cooling) they cause [1] .
MAKING PARTICLES
Air is mostly made of nitrogen and oxygen molecules, but there are many other molecules floating around in the air. Some of the molecules that make up the air are stickier than others. (For a detailed explanation, see Box 1). Water is quite sticky, but some molecules are so sticky that they can make particles by sticking together on their own, without the surface that water needs. We call this process of sticking together nucleation.
As we saw in Figure 1 , about half of the particles that act as cloud seeds in the sky come from the ground-like soot, dust, or pollen. We call these primary particles. The other half are made by nucleation, when the stickiest gases in the sky clump together [2] . The study we published recently is about which gases in the sky are sticking together to make the particles that act as the seeds of clouds.
GREENHOUSE GAS
A gas in the atmosphere that absorbs energy from the Sun, for example carbon dioxide. Molecules containing more than two atoms are likely to be greenhouse gases.
NUCLEATION
In the context of this article, this means the formation of particles in the sky via gas molecules sticking together. Also called "secondary particle formation" or "new particle formation."
CLOUD SEED
Particle found in the atmosphere that water can condense onto to form a cloud droplet. Usually cloud seeds must be at least 50 nm in diameter.
PRIMARY PARTICLE
A particle in the atmosphere that has come directly from the ground, instead of being formed by nucleation. Examples of primary particles often seen in the atmosphere include smoke (soot), dust, and sea salt.
FIGURE 1
Where particles in the atmosphere come from (left and center of figure) and how they are lost (far right). Dust, sea spray, and smoke particles come directly from the ground (blue arrows), while gas molecules can also stick together to form particles (red arrows). If there are more particles in the sky, the clouds get whiter, so they reflect more of the Sun's rays back to space. Adapted from original diagram by Jasper Kirkby. Why some molecules stick together?
I have described some molecules as "stickier" than others throughout this article. This actually means that some molecules are more strongly attracted to others by electrical forces. All atoms consist of a tiny nucleus and some electrons that sit outside the nucleus. How the electrons are arranged around the atom depends on what kind of atom it is [for example, in water (H 2 O), whether it is a hydrogen atom or an oxygen atom]. In molecules like water, the electrons are shared between the atoms. If the atoms in the molecule are the same [like in the oxygen molecule (O 2 )], the sharing is equal. If the atoms are different, usually some types of atom are better at attracting electrons toward them than others. In water, oxygen is better at pulling electrons toward itself than hydrogen, so the electrons mostly sit around the oxygen atom: the sharing is not equal.
Electrons have a negative electrical charge. Because most of the electrons in water are around the oxygen atom, not the hydrogen atoms, the oxygen atom ends up slightly negatively charged while the hydrogen atoms are slightly positive. The oxygen atom on one water molecule can attract the hydrogen atoms of another water molecule, because unlike charges attract. This makes water stickier than symmetric molecules like hydrogen (H 2 ) or oxygen (O 2 ), where the electrons are shared equally.
The stickier a molecule is, the more likely it is to exist as a liquid or solid instead of as a gas. This explains why water is liquid at room temperature, while oxygen and hydrogen are gases. Sulfuric acid and molecules made by terpenes (see later) are stickier even than water. In the atmosphere, they stick together first, and water sticks to them later to form cloud droplets. 
Box 1
Why some molecules are stickier than others.
WHAT WE KNEW ALREADY ABOUT MAKING PARTICLES
Probably the best molecule for making particles in the sky is sulfuric acid. Sulfuric acid comes from volcanoes, plankton in the sea, or burning fossil fuels. Sulfuric acid molecules are very good at sticking to water. The molecules are also very good at sticking to each other. This means they can make particles in the sky and stick to water, to form the seeds of cloud droplets.
However, there is often not enough sulfuric acid around to make particles big enough to act as cloud seeds. A sulfuric acid molecule is only about half a nanometer across, so you need a lot of molecules to make a particle 50 nm across (big enough to be a cloud seed). And when two sulfuric acid molecules
FIGURE 2
How molecules can stick together to become cloud seeds. When the first few molecules (on the left, shown as ball-and-stick drawings) clump together, the result is a cluster of molecules. In the cluster, dashed lines show the forces pulling the molecules together. This cluster is quite unstable and can easily fall apart again. If other molecules collide with the cluster, they can stick to it. If the cluster grows to a size where it is unlikely to fall apart, we call it a particle (red sphere). Larger particles can then act as the seeds for cloud droplets. The number of seeds can be reduced if small particles stick to larger ones (brown sphere). Adapted from original diagram by Jasper Kirkby. stick together, they can easily fall apart again. A cluster of two molecules is quite unlikely to grow into a cloud seed.
Some other molecules can stop the sulfuric acid molecules from falling apart by binding the little lump of sulfuric acid together. Sulfuric acid molecules can stick to each other, but there are other molecules that they stick to better. These molecules can stop the cluster from falling apart for long enough to let more sulfuric acid molecules hit it, stick to it and make it grow bigger. Bigger particles are much less likely to fall apart, because lots of the molecules are trapped inside the particle, so they cannot escape. This mechanism is shown in Figure 2 .
OUR STUDY: WHAT IS STICKING THE SULFURIC ACID MOLECULES TOGETHER?
A good glue for sulfuric acid molecules is ammonia [3] . Like sulfuric acid, ammonia is poisonous in large amounts, but you have a little of it in your body. It causes the smell of urine. From the data we collected in our study, we estimated that almost two-thirds of the particles in the atmosphere that were made from sulfuric acid also needed ammonia to glue the acid molecules together.
Other good glues for sulfuric acid molecules come from trees [4] . Trees, particularly pine trees, give out molecules that we call terpenes, which are found in paint-stripper (turpentine). Terpenes also cause pine forests to smell fresh-much nicer than urine! After some chemical reactions with other things in the air these molecules also make good glue. From our study, we estimated that about one in five particles in the atmosphere were formed with terpenes as the glue. And in some cases, molecules related to terpenes are not just good glue, they can make particles without sulfuric acid at all [5] .
There is one last thing we studied that is important for making particles in the sky: "cosmic rays. " These are subatomic (really, really small) particles from outer space that are hitting the Earth all the time. Cosmic rays can collide with sulfuric acid or other molecules in the atmosphere and make them stickier. They do this by knocking electrons out of the molecules they collide with, 
COSMIC RAY
High energy subatomic particles that hit the Earth from outer space.
FIGURE 3
The CLOUD experiment at CERN. The tank (center of photo) is covered by insulation to keep the temperature from changing. The concrete blocks (background) keep subatomic particles inside, away from scientists working in the hall. Photo by Antti Onnela. leaving them positively charged. The electrons can then stick to other molecules, making them negative. Just as like charges attract, electrically charged molecules can also attract each other inside a particle. This can help particles stay together without falling apart [6] . Our study allowed us to estimate, better than ever before, how important cosmic rays are in particle formation in the atmosphere.
HOW DID WE FIND ALL THIS OUT?
Scientists usually test their ideas by doing experiments. We have a special laboratory in Switzerland where we can do experiments to make particles. It is at a large research center called CERN, the same place as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The LHC is a much bigger experiment that smashes subatomic particles (very similar to cosmic rays) together. Scientists at the LHC do this to try to learn about how the Universe started and what is inside the atoms we are made of. Our smaller experiment is called CLOUD, which stands for Cosmics Leaving Outdoor Droplets.
The CLOUD experiments [1] (http://cloud.web.cern.ch/) take place in a big metal tank, about 3 m high and wide, that is filled with air. In the tank (Figure 3) , we mix gases that we think will make particles and measure how fast the particles appear. In the atmosphere, there are all kinds of gases, and it is hard to figure out which gases are making particles and which are not.
Our tank is special because it is extremely clean: our air is made artificially by mixing liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen, and it is sealed so no pollution 
SUBATOMIC PARTICLE
Particles smaller than atoms. The most common subatomic particles are protons, neutrons, and electrons. These make up atoms. Cosmic rays can contain more exotic subatomic particles, for example pions or muons.
FIGURE 4
Flowchart explaining the computer simulation needed to turn experiments at CLOUD into predictions about the effects of particle formation on the Earth's climate. The computer program puts together our results about how well molecules stick together with estimates of how much sticky gas there is at each place in the atmosphere. This lets us figure out how many particles form in a certain amount of time in each part of the atmosphere. Then, we calculate how many particles are lost in that time, as they stick together or fall to the ground. Balancing particle formation and loss lets us work out how many particles there are in each part of the atmosphere. We can then see how adding particles might affect the brightness of the clouds in that place: more cloud seeds leads to brighter clouds. With this, we can see how much of the Sun's energy will be reflected, and what it all means for Earth's climate. from outside can get in. We only put in a few gases, and we know exactly how much of each gas we put in. This allows us to measure how sticky each gas is.
Using CLOUD, we can also see how cosmic rays help to make cloud-seeding particles, by sending much smaller subatomic particles generated from CERN's other experiments into our tank. This has the same effect as sending cosmic rays through our tank. Like cosmic rays, the subatomic particles make the molecules stickier. We can see how many more particles we make when we switch on these artificial cosmic rays, and this helps us understand the difference the cosmic rays are making in particle formation.
In the atmosphere, the number of cosmic ray particles is higher at high altitude (on aeroplanes or mountain-tops, for example) than it is at ground level, because they get absorbed by the air. Therefore, by turning on the extra particles from the other CERN experiments, we can replicate conditions high in the atmosphere. This is the main reason why the CLOUD experiment needs to be at CERN. Once we have measured how well the gases stick together in the CLOUD experiment, we use the results in a computer simulation of particles in the atmosphere. This is a set of mathematical recipes for all the processes in Figure 1 , written up in a big computer program [7] . This program (Figure 4 ) tells us the amount of sticky gas at all points in the lower atmosphere (altitude below about 20 km). With this data about the amounts of gases, we can then use the results from the CLOUD experiments to tell us how many particles will form in a second, or in a day. Once we have the particles in our simulation, we model how they grow or stick together to make cloud seeds, and how they are lost to the ground. This tells us how important the different ways particles can form are at all points in the atmosphere. 
WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
Two hundred years ago, there was about half as much sulfuric acid in the atmosphere as there is now. This is mostly because we have burned so much coal in the past two hundred years. So, what makes cloud seeds now could be quite different from what made cloud seeds two hundred years ago. Before we started burning lots of coal, release of terpenes from trees must have been more important, and sulfuric acid less important [8] .
In the future, therefore, as we stop burning dirty coal, release of terpenes from trees will become more important once again. In some places, we will have less acid to make cloud seeds, and there will be fewer cloud seeds overall. Clouds will probably have the same amount of water in them, but fewer droplets. This can make them more likely to release their water as rain. It also makes the clouds darker, leading to warming of the planet, as we already discussed [1] . Our study gives an estimate of how important molecules from trees are, compared with ammonia, for making cloud seed particles. This information will help scientists to estimate how much of a difference cleaning the air will make to our climate.
